
It matters
that I am armoured against this place
of cold just as much as you,
that you can feel the same hurts
inside your skin's diplomatic wall.
It matters
that you know I recognise your thoughts,
that your eyes call me cannibal
though your lips refuse a curse,
and your fist will not betray you.
It matters
that for you it must be worse,
feeling compelled to contain it all,
that the two things I dislike about you
are your face.
I'll do you a favour someday: I'll eat you.

MARGARET BUSBY
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Thirty years on
VVhy no signposts now to this vital decade?
A student expresses a view of the
generation of the 'sixties-3D years after
an earlier generation had found the
Spanish War crucial.

ROBERT McDONALD

o 17TH JULY IT WILL BE exactly thirty years since the beginning,
in 1936, of the Spanish Civil War - that terrible and bitter
struggle against Fascism which has come to symbolise all that the
1930's meant (and still mean) to people all over the world VJho
care about freedom and human dignity. Thirty years afterwards,
people who were young during the thirties look back on them nos~
talgically and a little disbelievingly - as if to a golden age that is
lost and unrepeatable. At the time, however, there seems not to
have been such a vivid awareness of this. As Mr. Claud Cockburn
lamented in Private Eye last year: "Why were there no signposts?
Why did no one tell us what a uniquely significant period we were
living through? " More important than this, it seems to me, is the
question: "Why are there no signposts now? " The parallels be
tween the thirties and the sixties are more numerous and much
deeper than I have seen anyone appreciate; and deepest of all is
that between Spain, then, and Southern Africa, now. Therefore,
let us look at some of these parallels; and attempt to erect some
signposts.

The most fundamental similarity is without doubt the \vide
spread sense of commitment that is felt now, amongst students
especially, just as it was during the thirties. It is this that underlies
most of the other parallels, in fact, and is heightened by the striking
contrast, both then and now, with the prevailing temper of the
preceding decade. Just as the social consciousness of the thirties
was partly a reaction against the inanities of the flapper-ridden
"Jazz Age," so the social and political awareness of the young
people of my own generation is partly in reaction against the
political inertia of the vapid fifties, which sickened and repelled
so many of us when we first went up to University.

To talk vaguely about "social commitment" is not enough,
however; it must be spelled-out more precisely. The two central
components both thirty years ago and now can, I think, be labelled
" Leftism" and" Idealism," although the ways of expressing these
viewpoints have, of course, altered radically.

The "Leftism" of the 1930's was, generally, a fairly simple
matter of adhesion to Communism. To say that this was naive (as
it often was) is not in any way to criticise the sincerity of those
concerned. News media were much less developed then and it v\Tas
all-too-possible for Communists in Western Europe to be inno
cently ignorant of the purges and other Stalinist atrocities - as
many of the most respected members of the Labour Party in the
British Parliament today can tesify. Apart from which, acceptable
and viable alternatives to Communism must have seemed much
less real then than they do now.

TODAY, OF COURSE, WE LIVE in an era when Daniel Bell's The
End of Ideology has become something of a Bible for students and
others who are at all aware. But positive, "Leftist," commitment
is again observable in Universities everywhere. The difference is
that today's " Left" is not concerned with parties or party-issues:
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it is concerned most of all with the realities of a world which, in
James Baldwin's words, "is no longer white and will never be
white again"; and it is committed, above all, to the non-white
countries that have recently emerged from colonialisn1.

The "Left" in the thirties placed their hopes and aspirations
in Soviet Russia and for the sake of these hopes were willing to
overlook much that might have been criticised. We of today's
" Left" place our hopes for the future of the world in the develop
ing countries and for the sake of these hopes we are willing to
overlook much that ought perhaps to be criticised. In a world
where Hitler was already far too powerful, the purging of Trotsky
ists in Russia was just not important enough to justify any serious
readjustment of outlook. In a world where the Fascist bastion in
Southern Africa is already far 'too well established, the l11urdering
of Tutsis in Burundi is just not important enough. The political
the "Leftist," parallel between the thirties and the sixties can be
summed up then as a commitment to Freedom and against Fascism.

MORE IMPORTANT THAN THIS political superstructure, ho\vever,
was and is its foundation in a pragmatic idealism, expressed
through action. In the 1930's this social action took thL form of
relief work during the depression and similar undertakings by
students and others, designed to help those most in need of help.
Today's parallel is the work that many thousands of young workers,
professional people, and students are undertaking in the developing
countries, many of them being sponsored by organisations like
VSO in Britain and the Peace Corps in America.

The American situation today is, in many ways, one of the 1l10St

significant parallels with the thirties. President Roosevelt responded
to the demands of the time and the people with his Ne,v Deal
programme, designed to alleviate the hardships which had been
inflicted on those already poor by the Great Depression. President
Kennedy responded to the demands of the time and the Negro
people with a New Frontier programme of which an integral com
ponent was the extension of Civil Rights to those who yvere vic
timised for the colour of their skin. In both cases the reforn1s
involved were a response to pressure - they were not the en
lightened leadership of farsighted greatness that some have pictured
them as being. The Civil Rights ~!ovement produced the US
Government's reforms - not vice versa. In both cases th~ Govern
ment's actions were, in the view of many of those most directly
concerned, both too little and too late.

America is also concerned in one of the most unhappy of the
parallels between "then" and "now": that of Ethiopia with
Vietnam. In the thirties Italy was able to march in and conquer
Ethiopia without any serious attempt to prevent it by the League
of Nations or any individual country. Britannia said "Tut tut."
Today America is waging war on Vietnam whilst the United
... Tations says much and does nothing; and Wilson smiles benignIv.
(Admittedly the parallel is not as close as some of the others he;e
discussed and America's position is not quite as unarguably inde
fensible as was Italy's - but it is a difference in degree' not in
kind.) ,

We come, then, to the parallel betyveen Spain and Southern
Africa which was the starting point for these reflections. In Spain
the Civil Wa~ began with a military rebellion against the Popular
Front RepublIcan Government and ended with a military-Fascist
victory that ensured the continuance, even until now, of the Hitler
admiring Franco as dictator. In South Africa the Fascist govern
ment of the Hitler-admiring Verwoerd was ensured its continuance
by the abnegation of British responsibilities; and now, in Rhodesia,
the Fascist rebellion of Smith and his Rhodesian Front Party
seems very likely to have its continuance ensured by a similar
abnegation of responsibility.

BRITAIN, AMERICA, FRANCE, and even Russia, realised too late that
the battle between Fascism and Freedom could not be confined to
Spain - but might have been had they acted soon enough. Spain
was, in other words, the curtain-raiser to World War 11. Had the
great powers done what was morally right, rather than what was

politically convenient, in Spain, they might, perhaps, have given
Hitler the warning that he needed, and subsequent warfare and
slaughter might perhaps have been avoided. If Britain were to do,
now, what is morally right in Rhodesia (and if, also, she had be
haved similarly in regard to South Africa), she might conceivably
make the crucial contribution to preventing a general Race War in
Africa and in the world. It Inay be possible - but time is short
and Africa has already waited far too long. Equally possible - if
not more so - is 'the chance that the sixties are going to continue
to parallel the thirties: even to the point of culminating in War.

In addition to the similarities between the two decades - a
divergence that could be of vital ilnportance. In the thirties, as
already noted, the prevailing attitudes were, amongst young people,
students, intellectuals and so on, extremely idealistic, and this
idealism was of a pretty naIve kind. Furthermore it was, much of
the time, a strictly armchair idealism. As Hugh Thomas has pointed
out, the International Brigades in the Spanish Civil \Var were at
least 80% workers - in other ,vords the people who talked about
Freedom and Fascism and those who did something about Freedom
and Fascism were not often the same.

This is not true of today. There are thousands of young peopl~

working in the developing countries of Africa, Asia and Latin
America whose commitment is demonstrable. Furthennore I feel
strongly that in the event of ,var against the Fascists in Southern
Africa nlany of these same people \vould volunteer for International
Brigades. (1 kno\v that rh onlv tvvo countries against v;hich I
would, today, be willing to bear arms are South Africa and
Rhodesia.)

The temper of the generation of the sixties is, then, idealistic 
but the idealism is founded in reality; it is telnpered, i.c. refined
and hardened. It grows not out of any romantic notions about such
things as universal brotherhood or the innate goodness of the
working classes; but out of a consuming awareness that in Baldwin's
words:

"If we - the relatively conscious whites and the relatively
conscious blacks, who must, like lovers, insist on, or create,
the consciousness of the others - do not falter in our duty now,
we may be able, handful that we are, to end the racial night
mare, and achieve our country, and change the history of the
world. If we do not now dare everything, the fulfilment of that
prophecy, re-created from the Bible in song by a slave, is upon
us: God gave N oah the rainbow sign, No more 'loafer, the fire
next time! "

The difference is symbolised by the fact that the two writers \vho
seem to me most relevant are James Baldwin and Franz Fanon 
both of ,vhom write hard clear prose. The sixties has little place for
the politics wrapped up in poetry with which W. H. Auden and
others spoke for the thirties. (Unless it be the angry, agonised cry
of one who, like Dennis Brutus, has really himself heard the
sirens, and felt the knuckles and the boots, and \vhose statements
are in consequence too personal for prose.)

IN CONCLUSION: four unanswerable questions that gro,v inevitably
out of the analogy I have been constructing:
(1) Will we of the sixties come to regard our faith and hopes in
the newly-independent countries as having been hopelessly naive
and innocent - will we suffer a disillusionment such as the 1930's
Communists have suffered in regard to Russia?
(2) Will the sixties bring a war in Southern Africa about which the
" Left" and the idealists, all over the world, feel passionately com
mitted whilst their governments, in Britain, America, and Russia,
vacillate as they did over Spain?
(3) Will we, handful that we are, "achieve our country and
change the history of the world" - or will a Fascist triumph in
Southern Africa be the curtain-raiser to a Racial War which the
whites cannot win but all may very well lose?
(4) Will we, thirty years on, look back with disbelieving nostalgia
at one of the "truly significant decades of modern history", as if
to a golden, unrepeatable, age; and will we then be asking: "Why
\vere there no signposts - why did no one tell us ... "? e


